Creativity

10 Things I Love at Work (and Want at Home)
The workplace feels more like home these days and I find myself coveting things I’d
love to bring home.

I’m in love. I’m not talking about royal fairy tales found in Buckingham Palace or romances made for the
movies. I’m talking about where I spend a large part of my waking hours – my workplace. The office
used to be a vast sea of uniformity. But, it’s gotten to know me better over the years. It’s learned what I
like and what makes me feel good in my creative space. These days my workplace feels a lot more like
home. And, I find myself walking from space to space coveting things at work I’d love to bring home to
meet the family. Here’s 10 pieces I’m in love with right now that will make your office feel like home.

ENJOY THE MOMENT
SILQ’s alluring silhouette makes me want to sit down and enjoy the moment. An innovation in materials
science created a chair that’s both light and strong — eliminating most of the mechanisms typically
associated with office chairs. Surface Magazine calls it the chair “you’ll never want to get out of.” My
home office couldn’t ask for more.

SIT BACK
No matter how many times I want to rearrange my living room, Umami seating, tables and screens are
up to the task. Umami has an endless variety of configurations and its flexible, modern design creates
spaces unique to whomever uses them.

LIGHT UP
Lighting helps set the mood in a room. Inspired by criss-crossing power lines in London, Michael
Anastassiades designed these String Lights by FLOS. They come in both a cone and round version.

STEP UP
Rugs bring texture and warmth into a space. Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams have a simple mission: to
provide comfort for all at home or their home away from home. Designed with a neutral color palette,
their rugs add a touch of luxury and style to any room.

UNWIND
This shapely Field Lounge Chair from Blu Dot feels like an updated version of a classic leather chair. It’s
gentle recline and sumptuous leather invite me to unwind while it’s sculptural base gives it a striking
profile.

GATHER ROUND
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Turnstone Bassline Tables make it easy to create a table that’s just for me. I can choose a standard top
and finish or show off my personality with a custom top. They are built to inspire and I never fail to
notice them.

SOCIALIZE
The Enea Café Wood Stool by Coalesse is where residential meets social. It’s warm, modern design gives
me a place to perch, reenergize and chat with friends and coworkers.

PULL UP A SEAT
Campfire Pouf by turnstone adds a touch of comfort and style to any space. It offers sturdy, support for
a natural connection with friends. Plus, its lightweight construction and small side handle make it easily
portable.

KICK UP YOUR FEET
Hosu by Coalesse is a comfortable oasis in the midst of any space. This unique, convertible lounge helps
me relax and focus.

REST AND RESTORE
Who wouldn’t want a Respite Room at home? This private, protected environment offers me a place to
relax, allows my brain to rest and to form new connections.

Find out more about Inspiring Spaces.
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© 1996 - 2022 Steelcase Inc. is a global leader in office furniture, interior architecture and space solutions for offices, hospitals and classrooms. Our furniture is
inspired by innovative research in workspace design.
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